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These sheets will provide you with tangible resources about each week's 
How I Teach.... episode that you can keep for yourself and often use with your
students. 

Here is what you need to know:

Welcome to your Teacher's Notebook!

1) Each weekly set of sheets will be available at languageartsladyblog.com/howiteach
with that week's episode, description, audio and video.

2) You can download the weekly sheets, print off anything to use in your classroom
or with your students, and use in any non-commercial way you desire.  (They are the
intellectual property of Language Arts Lady.)

3) You can find more materials that coincide with that episode's topic at the end of
each set of weekly sheets under the header Materials About This Topic to Purchase.
These are mostly downloads that you can purchase inexpensively and use to teach
skills you are learning from Language Arts Lady!

4) You may also desire to print off the entire Teacher's Notebook booklet (updated
each month) so that you have all the sheets from the episodes to date all together
(rather than a few sheets at a time).  You can access the whole Teacher's Notebook
booklet here: languageartsladyblog.com/teachersnotebook

I want so many good things for you and your students!

Love and hope,

Donna
 characterinklady@gmail.com



  & : Original 3 P’s of  Writing Essay
1-3-1 Essay Approach--

Overview of Original  Essay Using 1-3-1 Approach

In this project,             
              

 

TOPIC OF ESSAY
You will be writing a   Essay about 

. You may choose a  given 
below or design your own aspect

   
  
   
  
  

  uses for elephants
 

 
 

 

NUMBER OF PARAGRAPHS IN
THE BODY OF YOUR ESSAY
All students will write 3 paragraphs
for the body.

SENTENCES PER PARAGRAPH
Basic students will write 5-7 sentences
per paragraph.
Extension students will write 6-8 sen-
tences per paragraph.

OPENING PARAGRAPH
All students will write an Opening Para-
graph.

Note: This Overview Box, which is provided at the beginning of each project, is here to give students (and teach-
ers) an at-a-glance look at the entire composition assignment. Each step of each lesson is assigned and detailed
throughout the week(s).

CLOSING PARAGRAPH
All student will write a Closing Paragraph.

SOURCES
Students will not cite sources, but may use
sources to find information about their chosen

 if needed or desired.

QUOTATIONS WITHIN YOUR ESSAY
Students are not assigned the addition of quotes 
but should consider adding quotes if they will 
help further develop your essay topic. Any 
added quotes will not have to be formally cited; 
you may just include the author of the quote, if 
desired.

WRITE ON/ADDITIONAL SKILLS
Students will learn/work on these skills:

1-3-1 Essay Approach (“Five Paragraph” Ap-
proach)
Patterned Paragraph Writing
Patterned Paragraphs vs. Free Style Para-
graphs
Brainstorming
Research
Thesis Statement
Transitions
LINK Sentences
Checklist Challenge Coding
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<> A-1. Read the sample “ ” essay provided for you to see what a complete 
(with each paragraph of the body about a different topic--three different ) looks like.

A Mammal of Many Talents
[Sample Expository Essay]

 

 

 
 

Dumbo
Horton Hears A Who!

 
               

                 
 

 

   's Dumbo            
 

                
 

 
 

Horton Hears A Who!  
 

                  
 

 
 

 

 

1-3-1 Essay
Five Paragraphs

With Opening Paragraph
and Closing Paragraph

Box A-1 & C-3 (continued on next page)
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<> A-2. Choose an “ ” of  (from the Overview Box or of your own design) and write the aspect and
the three  (for your 3 paragraphs) on the lines provided.

Aspect:  _______________________________________________________________

Three Parts:   _________________:
1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________

3. ______________________________

<> A-3. Brainstorm about your  in the Brainstorming Box provided.

Just jot down anything you can think of about your .
Write down ideas whether those thoughts are clear, make sense, etc., at this point.
Do not be concerned about whether you will use them or not; just write as much as you can think of.
In this step, you may just pull from your ideas--or you may choose to research and gather informa-
tion for the Brainstorming Box. If you decide to research during the initial brainstorming step, skip
over to assignment A-4. Research and Study Skills and follow those instructions.
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Dumbo Horton Hears A Who!  

Box A-1 & C-3 (continued from previous page)



<> A-4. Look up information on each of your  in a book, encyclopedia, or online 
Brainstorming Box from Assignment A-3. 
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Paragraph A of Body 

Brainstorming Box for Your Potential 

 Paragraph C of Body

___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
(first part of aspect) (second part of aspect) (third part of aspect)

___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________

Brainstorming Box A-3



Lesson B. Research and Study Skills: Research for Original 
 Essay/Design Working Thesis Statement

A Thesis Statement is a statement declaring what your entire paper is going to be about. This is similar to when you  
learned how to write the opening sentence of a paragraph—a sentence that tells what your entire paragraph is about.

However, in the case of a Thesis Statement, you will not just write what one paragraph is about—but you will write  
what the entire essay is going to be about.

For instance, if you were writing an opening sentence , you might say The 
Dumbo .

However, you can not use that sentence for the Thesis Statement of your entire essay because it only tells what  
the one paragraph is about—the paragraph about  The Thesis Statement must tell what the entire 
essay is about.

For example,  
Just So Stories Dumbo, Dr. Suess's Horton Hears A Who!.

<> B. Now that you have thought about your cities and possibly researched them, you are probably ready to write 
a “Working” Thesis Statement about your category of cities. Consider these tips when you design your 
Thesis Statement:

(1) Write one sentence that tells the reader what your essay is about.
(2) Be sure it includes all aspects of your essay.
(3) Tell your reader what you plan to include in your essay (to a small extent, if desired).
(4) Do not say, In this essay, you will learn about….or In this essay, I will tell you about…
(5) Include your cities in your Thesis Statement in the same order that they will appear in the body of

your essay.
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Sample Box B

             Three famous stories that include elephants are Rudyard Kipling's "The Elephant's 
Child (in the story collection Just So Stories), Disney's Dumbo, Dr. Seuss's Horton Hears 
A Who!.

Sample "Working" Thesis Statement



Note: If you do not feel prepared to write your “Working” Thesis Statement at this time, you may skip this
assignment and come back to it after you complete your outlining.

Note: The “Thesis Statement” above is a “Working” Thesis Statement. You will tweak it later when you write
your Opening Paragraph so that it fits well with the type of Opening Pargraph you write.

Lesson C. Write On: Transitions
While your Opening Paragraph--namely your “Thesis Statement”--will introduce the topic of your essay, you still need to
remind the reader of the topic of your essay in each paragraph via transition sentences--or LINKS.

This lesson will focus on the Topic Sentence of a paragraph. If you have written one paragraph reports and essays in CI
books, you have probably already learned about the Topic Sentence. If not, you may have learned from other sources about
this---but maybe that source called it something else. Maybe your previous English book called this sentence the Open-
ing Sentence.

The Topic Sentence is the sentence in a paragraph that tells that paragraph’s topic. That is, it tells what the entire
paragraph is going to be about. Even though you are writing three P’soB this week, you still need a point in each para-
graph that tells the reader, “Hey, this paragraph is about ____!” (Without saying that though!).

The Topic Sentence is often found in the first two sentences of a paragraph. This is why some programs call it the
Opening Sentence. 

As a matter of fact, to help you in future standardized testing situations, remember that 80% of the time the Topic Sen-
tence is found within the first two sentences of a paragraph. Thus, when the test question asks you to “find the main idea”
of the paragraph, you should look in the first two sentences of a paragraph first!

You should consider the Topic Sentence of each paragraph to be the “LINK” that links that paragraph’s topic to
the entire paragraph. This Topic Sentence will sometimes be called the Transition Sentence in longer and more de-
tailed essays in the future. Regardless of what it is called, this is an extremely important sentence in your paragraph--
as linking each paragraph with the whole essay is crucial for helping readers to enjoy and understand your essay.
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My “Working” Thesis Statement for this essay: ______________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________
Box B



<> C-1. In the sample essay provided, highlight the following sentences in PoB-A, B, and C (second, third, and fourth 
paragraphs). 

 
 Dumbo, 

 Horton Hears A Who! 

Each of these sentences is a transition sentence that links that paragraph with the topic of the essay (the “the-
sis”).

This is sometimes called sign posting--telling your reader where you’ve been, where you are, and where you are 
headed in your essay.

In order to write these transition/LINK sentences, you will want to use transition words or statements.

<> C-2. Study the Transition Words and Phrases provided in the box.

<> C-3. In the Sample Essay provided, highlight six transition types of words or phrases, excluding the word and. (If 
you need help with this, use the Transition Words and Phrases box.) Remember, transition words and phrases 
may fall anywhere in a paragraph. They are used to LINK and transition, but they are also used to introduce 
examples, to compare, to contrast, and more within a paragraph. 
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LINK

Regardless of what you call it, every paragraph needs a LINK--a sentence that LINKS that paragraph to the entire
essay:

• Topic Sentence of a Paragraph--is a LINK
• Opening Sentence of a Paragraph--is a LINK
• Transition Sentence of a Paragraph--is a LINK
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Transition Words and Phrases

For transition sentences, you will often use transition words. Consider the following words and phrases for intro-
ducing continuing paragraphs--as well as for showing chronology, comparisons, contrasts, cause/effect, and more in
sentences within a paragraph.

To Show Addition or More

• and • in addition to • furthermore • moreover • besides
• than • too • also • both-and • another
• equally important    • first • second, etc., • again • further
• last • finally • not only-but also • as well as • in the second place
• next • likewise • similarly • in fact • as a result
• consequently • in the same way • for example • for instance • however
• thus • therefore • otherwise

To Introduce an Illustration or Example

• thus • for example • for instance • namely • to illustrate
• in other words • in particular • specifically • such as

To Contrast

• on the contrary • contrarily • notwithstanding • but • however
• nevertheless • in spite of • in contrast • yet • on one hand
• on the other hand     • rather • or • nor • conversely
• at the same time     • while this may be true

To Compare or Show Similarities

• similarly • likewise • in like fashion • in like manner • analogous to

To Emphasize

• above all • indeed • truly • of course • certainly
• surely • in fact • in truth • again • besides
• also • furthermore • in addition

To Give Suggestions or Challenges

• for this purpose • to this end • with this in mind • with this purpose in mind
• therefore

To Show the Results of or Consequences of Something

• so that • with the result that      • thus • consequently • hence
• accordingly • for this reason • therefore • so • because
• since • due to • as a result • in other words • then

Box for C-2 & C-3



Lesson D. Study Skills and Prewriting: Outline Original 
Paragraphs

<> D. Outline each paragraph of your three  essay on the outlining lines provided, following these tips:

Review your Brainstorming Box and add to it as you think of more ideas (from Box A-3).
“Work” in your Brainstorming Box by doing the following:

Review it and add to it as you think of more ideas.
Mark through anything you do not want to include in your essay.
Number the information you have in the order that you think you would like to include each in
your paragraph.

Outline your essay one paragraph at a time in a Sentence-by-Sentence (S-by-S) manner. You may
use complete sentences, statements, or key words for each sentence.
You may or may not use all of the outlining lines provided.
Somewhere in your first sentence or two, you need to trans tion into your paragraph--a sentence or
two that does all of the following:

Transitions from the previous paragraph into this one
Introduces the next 
“Links” that city with the thesis. This is why the first two outlining lines for each paragraph have the
words LINK Sentence provided--to remind you to include that LINK/transition.

All--Paragraph A of Body
Topic of Paragraph A ____________________________________________________________________________________________

LINK/Transition (+)--Sentence 1 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

LINK/Transition (+)--Sentence 2 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Support Sentence (SS-1) ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-2 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-3 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-4 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-5 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-6 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-7 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-8 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-9 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-10 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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All--Paragraph B of Body
Topic of Paragraph B ____________________________________________________________________________________________

LINK/Transition (+)--Sentence 1 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

LINK/Transition (+)--Sentence 2 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Support Sentence (SS-1) ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-2 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-3 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-4 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-5 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-6 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-7 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-8 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-9 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-10 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

All--Paragraph C of Body
Topic of Paragraph C ____________________________________________________________________________________________

LINK/Transition (+)--Sentence 1 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

LINK/Transition (+)--Sentence 2 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Support Sentence (SS-1) ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-2 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-3 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-4 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-5 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-6 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-7 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-8 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-9 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SS-10 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson F. Study Skills/Prewriting/Composition: Take Notes and
Write an Original Opening Paragraph

<> F-1. Now that you have written the body of your essay, you are ready to write notes for an original Opening 
Paragraph. Follow these steps:

(1) Read the body of your paper aloud to yourself, and consider how you desire to open your essay.
a. Introducing the  to your aspect
b. Definition of  etc.
c. A dialogue: Dialogue between two people about 
d. Scripture
e. Quote about elephant-related aspect
f. Informative paragraph about your elephant aspect

(2) In your notes, plan on what you will include in your Thesis Statement.* (You may tweak your orig-
inal Thesis Statement to fit in your Opening Paragraph however you see fit.)

a. Remember, a Thesis Statement is a statement that tells the “thesis” of your paper--what your entire
paper is about.

b. It should be a sentence or two in length and should introduce your reader to your topic.
c. It may be at the very beginning of your Opening Paragraph or at the end of your Opening Paragraph.
d. It should bridge the gap between your catchy Opening Paragraph and the body of your essay.

(3) Write enough notes for 6-8 sentences on the lines provided, again not worrying about the order,
having too much information, etc.

(4) You may just jot down some thoughts, references, etc., for your Opening Paragraph notes, or you
may create a  “Sentence-by-Sentence” Outline like you did for the body of your essay.

(5) You may plan to write your Opening Paragraph in a different “person” (first person, second person,
etc.) if the content warrants it.
a. For example, if you are using an opening story, you may tell it in first person (if needed).
b. If you are using an opening challenge, you may tell it in second person, etc.
c. Note that Opening and Closing Paragraphs are times during informative writing when it is acceptable to

write less formally and to change persons and/or tenses as the type of Opening Paragraph you are writing
determines.

*Note: If you are used to writing Thesis Statements and Opening Paragraphs, you may experiment with putting your
Thesis Statement later in your Opening Paragraph--even at the very end of your Opening Paragraph, if desired.
Sometimes this helps the flow of your Opening Paragraph when you are using a story or other information in your
Opening Paragraph that you want  to keep all  together--then follow all of this with the Thesis Statement.
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Notes for Opening Paragraph

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

<> F-2. Follow these steps for writing your Opening Paragraph:

(1) Write your Thesis Statement at the beginning of your paragraph that tells or introduces the topic of
your paragraph. (Or plan to put your Thesis Statement later, if desired.)

(2) Number your notes in the order you want them, and add any information you may have forgotten.

(3) Using each set of notes for one sentence in the following way:
a. Read a line of notes.
b. Consider what you want to say about those notes.
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Opening Paragraph Type

At your level, you should be deliberate in the types of Opening Paragraphs and Closing
Paragraphs you write. In other words, you should plan each Opening Paragraph and 
Closing Paragraph specifically to your essay. You should not just ramble about your topic. 
Think critically about this essay and determine how you will open it. Write the type of 
Opening Paragraph (song, biography, definition, statistic, informative, etc.) you will use on
the line provided.

Type of Opening Paragraph: __________________________________________



c. Say aloud a sentence that you want to use.
d. Write down that sentence.
e. Repeat these steps for all of your notes.
f. You may leave out some information that you do not want to include or add more information if you

remember something you forgot.
g. Write this paragraph in your notebook (on every other line) or key it on the computer (double spaced)

before the essay you just wrote.

Lesson G. Study Skills/Prewriting/Composition: Take Notes for
an Original Closing Paragraph

<> G-1 Now that you have written the body and Opening Paragraph of your essay, you are ready to write a Closing Paragraph.
(1) Your Closing Paragraph will include a Thesis Statement “Reloaded.”

a. Remember, a Thesis Statement “Reloaded” is a statement that “closes” your paper--sums
up what your entire paper is about.

b. It should be a sentence or two in length and should close your essay.
c. It may be at the very beginning of your Closing Paragraph or at the end of your Closing Paragraph.
d. It should bridge the gap between your catchy Closing Paragraph and the body of your essay.
e. It should leave your reader with a feeling of satisfaction after reading your paper.
f. It may repeat something catchy from your opening or may repeat the title of your essay, if desired.
g. Be sure your Thesis Statement “Reloaded” is not identical to your Thesis Statement---it should be

“reloaded” with the key words still in it.

(2) Write enough notes for 6-8 sentences on the lines provided, again not worrying about the order,
having too much information, etc.

(3) You may just jot down some thoughts, references, etc., for your Closing Paragraph notes, or you
may create a “Sentence-by-Sentence” Outline like you did for the body of your essay.

(4) You may plan to write your Closing Paragraph in a different “person” (first person, second person,
etc.) if the content warrants it.
a. For example, if you are using a closing story, you may tell it in first person (if needed).
b. If you are using a closing challenge, you may tell it in second person etc.
c. Note that Opening and Closing Paragraphs are times during informative writing when it is acceptable to

write less formally and to change persons and/or tenses as the type of Closing Paragraph you are writing
determines.

Note: If you are used to writing Thesis Statements “Reloaded” and Closing Paragraphs, you may experiment
with putting your Thesis Statement “Reloaded” later in your Closing Paragraph--even at the very end of your
Closing Paragraph, if desired. Sometimes this helps the flow of your Closing Paragraph when you are writing
a story or other information in your Closing  Paragraph that you want to keep all together--then follow this with
the Thesis Statement “Reloaded.”
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Notes for Closing Paragraph

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

<> G-2. Follow these steps for writing your Closing Paragraph:
(1) Write an opening sentence (Thesis Statement “Reloaded”) at the beginning of your Closing Para-

graph that tells what your essay was about. (Or plan to put your Thesis Statement “Reloaded” later, if
desired.)

(2) Number your notes in the order you want them, and add any information you may have forgotten.
(3) Using each set of notes for one sentence:

a. Read a line of notes.
b. Think about what you want to say about those notes.
c. Say a sentence aloud that you want to use.
d. Write that sentence down.
e. Repeat these steps for all of your notes.
f. You may leave out some information that you do not want to include or add more information if you

remember something you forgot.
g. Write this paragraph in your notebook (on every other line) or key it on the computer (double spaced),

after the essay you just wrote.
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Closing Paragraph Type

At your level, you should be deliberate in the types of Opening Paragraphs and Closing
Paragraphs you write. In other words, you should plan each Opening Paragraph and 
Closing Paragraph specifically to your essay. You should not just ramble about your topic. 
Think critically about this essay and determine how you will close it. Write the type of 
Closing Paragraph (song, biography, definition, statistic, informative, etc.) you will use on
the line provided.

Type of Closing Paragraph: __________________________________________
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